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 るΒョゅヌレャや ゲΒビヱ るΒョゅヌレャや メゅバプΕや れゅヘΑゲダゎ メヱギィس  モェやゲヨャや ノΒヨィ 
 
 

V3 V2 ヶレバヨャや V1 
acted acted  フゲダわΑ- モんヨΑ act 
added added ブΒツΑ add 
agreed agreed ペプやヲΑ agree 
allowed allowed ウヨジΑ allow 

answered answered ょΒイΑ answer 
Arrived arrived モダΑ arrive 
Asked asked  メほジΑ- ょヤトΑ ask 

awoken awoke ナホヲΑ awake 
awaked awaked ナボΒわジΑ awake 
Backed backed ノィゲΑ back 
Baked baked ゴらガΑ bake 
Born bore ギヤゎ bear 
Borne bore モヨエわΑ bear 

Become became ウらダΑ become 
Begun began ぺギらΑ begin 

believed believed ギボわバΑ believe 
belonged belonged ヶヨわレΑ belong 

Blown blew  ゲイヘΑ- ブダバΑ blow 
Boxed boxed  ユミΚΑ- ¬ヶらバΑ box 
Broken broke ゲジムΑ break 

brightened brightened ノトジΑ brighten 
brought brought ゲツエΑ bring 

Built built ヶレらΑ build 
bumped bumped ュギダΑ bump 
Bought bought ヵゲわゼΑ buy 
Called called  ヶヨジΑ- ヵキゅレΑ call 

Carried carried モヨエΑ carry 
Caught caught  マジヨΑ- キゅトダΑ catch 
changed changed ゲΒピΑ change 
Chased chased キケゅトΑ chase 
cheered cheered アヰわらΑ cheer 
Chosen chose ケゅわガΑ choose 
Cleaned cleaned ブヌレΑ clean 
climbed climbed ペヤジわΑ climb 
Closed closed ペヤピΑ close 

coloured coloured ラヲヤΑ colour 
Come came ヶゎほΑ come 
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compared compared ラケゅボΑ compare 
completed completed モヨムΑ complete 
contained cantained ヵヲわエΑ contain 
controlled controlled ヶヤハ ゲトΒジΑ control 

Cooked cooked ヶヰトΑ cook 
Copied copied オジレΑ copy 

corrected corrected ウエダΑ correct 
Cost cost ブヤムΑ cost 

counted counted ギバΑ count 
covered covered ヶトピΑ cover 
crashed crashed ユトエわΑ crash 
creaked creaked ペΑゴΑ creak 
Crossed crossed  ゲらバΑ- ょトゼΑ cross 
Cried cried  ォゲダΑ- ヶムらΑ cry 
Cut cut ノトボΑ cut 

Danced danced ゾホゲΑ dance 
decided decided ケゲボΑ decide 

Died died れヲヨΑ die 
Dug dug ゲヘエΑ dig 

Dirtied dirtied オシヲΑ dirty 
Divided divided ユジボΑ divide 

Done did モバヘΑ do 
downed downed メゴレΑ down 
Drawn drew  ユシゲΑ- ょエジΑ draw 
Dreamt dreamt ユヤエΑ dream 
Drunk drank ゆゲゼΑ drink 
Driven drove キヲボΑ drive 

dropped dropped テボジΑ drop 
Dried dried ブヘイΑ dry 
Eaten ate モミほΑ eat 
Ended ended ヶヰわレΑ end 

enjoyed enjoyed ノわヨわΑ enjoy 
Excited excited ゲΒんΑ excite 

exclaimed exclaimed ブわヰΑ exclaim 
excused excused ケグわバΑ excuse 
Fallen fell ノボΑ fall 

favoured favoured ギΑぽΑ favour 
Feared feared フゅガΑ fear 

Fed fed ユバトΑ feed 
Felt felt ゲバゼΑ feel 

Ferried ferried るΑギバヨャゅよ ゲらバΑ ferry 
Fought fought ゆケゅエΑ fight 
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Filled filled ΖヨΑ fill 
Found found ギイΑ find 

finished finished ヶヰレΑ finish 
Fished fished キゅトダΑ fish 
Flown flew ゲΒトΑ fly 
Folded folded ヵヲトΑ fold 

followed followed ノらわΑ follow 
forgotten forgot ヶジレΑ forget 

forwarded forwarded モシゲΑ forward 
frightened frightened ブΒガΑ frighten 

Gotten got  モダエΑ- メゅレΑ get 
gotten up got up ヂヰレΑ get up 

Given gave ヶトバΑ give 
Gone went ょワグΑ go 

governed governed ユムエΑ govern 
Grown grew  ネケゴΑ- ヲヨレΑ grow 

guarded guarded サゲエΑ guard 
happened happened ゐギエΑ happen 
Headed headed ケギダわΑ head 
Heard heard ノヨジΑ hear 
Helped helped ギハゅジΑ help 
Hidden hid  ¬ヶらわガΑ- ヶヘガΑ hide 

Hit hit ゆゲツΑ hit 
Held held マジヨΑ hold 

Hoped hoped モョほΑ hope 
hurried hurried ネゲジΑ hurry 

Hurt hurt  ヵクぽΑ- ユャぽΑ hurt 
imagined imagine モΒガわΑ imagine 
included included モヨゼΑ include 

introduced introduced ュギボΑ introduce 
invented invented ネゲわガΑ invent 
Invited invited ヲハギΑ invite 

irrigated irrigated ヵヱゲΑ irrigate 
Joined joined テよゲΑ join 
jumped jumped ゴヘボΑ jump 

Kept kept ナプゅエΑ keep 
Kicked kicked モミゲΑ kick 
Killed killed モわボΑ kill 
Known knew フゲバΑ know 
Landed landed テらヰΑ land 
Lasted lasted ュヱギΑ last 

laughed laughed マエツΑ laugh 
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Laid laid ノツΑ lay 
Learnt learnt ユヤバわΑ learn 

Left left ポゲわΑ leave 
Let let  ウヨジΑ- ネギΑ let 
Lied lied ゆグムΑ lie 
Lain lay  キギヨわΑ- ギホゲΑ lie 

Lifted lifted ノプゲΑ lift 
Lit lit ¬ヶツΑ - モバゼΑ light 

Liked liked ょエΑ like 
Listened listened ろダレΑ listen 

Lived lived  ズΒバΑ- ユΒボΑ live 
Locked locked モヘボΑ lock 
Looked looked ゲヌレΑ look 

Lost lost ギボヘΑ lose 
 Loved loved ょエΑ love 

Made made ノレダΑ make 
married married ァヱゴわΑ marry 
matched matched  ザプゅレΑ- ユもΚΑ match 
Meant meant ヶレバΑ mean 

measured measured ザΒボΑ measure 
Met met モよゅボΑ meet 

Melted melted ょΑグΑ melt 
mended mended ウヤダΑ mend 
Milked milked ょヤエΑ milk 
minded minded  ナェΚΑس ゆ ヶレバΑ mind 
Missed missed  ¬ヶトガΑ- ギボわヘΑ miss 
Mixed mixed テヤガΑ mix 
Moved moved ポゲエわΑ move 
Named named ヶヨジΑ name 
Needed needed ァゅわエΑ need 
Opened opened ウわヘΑ open 
ordered ordered  ゲョほΑ order 
Owned owned マヤヨΑ own 
Packed packed ュゴエΑ pack 
painted painted リワギΑ paint 
Passed passed ゲヨΑ pass 
Paid paid ノプギΑ pay 

phoned phoned ブゎゅヰΑ phone 
pinched pinched ソゲボΑ pinch 
planned planned テトガΑ plan 
Played played  ょバヤΑ- フゴバΑ play 
Pleased pleased ヶッゲΑ please 
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pointed pointed ゲΒゼΑ point 
Posted posted ギΑゲらャゅよ モシゲΑ post 
Poured poured  ょダΑ- ょムジΑ pour 
Prayed prayed ヶヤダΑ pray 

preferred preferred モツヘΑ prefer 
prepared prepared  ゴヰイΑ- ギバΑ prepare 
pretended pretended ゲワゅヌわΑ pretend 

Pulled pulled  ょエジΑ- ゲイΑ pull 
Pushed pushed  ヶャま ノプギΑュゅョΕや push 

Put put ノツΑ put 
questioned questioned メほジΑ question 

Rained rained ゲトヨゎ rain 
reached reached モダΑ reach 

Read read ぺゲボΑ read 
realized realized ポケギΑ realize 

remembered remembered ゲミグわΑ remember 
Replied replied ょΒイΑ reply 
reported reported ヒヤらΑ report 
rewarded rewarded ¬ヶプゅムΑ reward 
Ridden rode ょミゲΑ ride 
Righted righted ウエダΑ right 
Rolled rolled  ブヤΑ- ァゲェギわΑ roll 

rounded rounded ケヱギΑ round 
Rowed rowed  フギイΑ- ゲィゅゼわΑ row 

Run ran ヵゲイΑ run 
Sailed sailed ゲエらΑ sail 
Saved saved グボレΑ save 
Saved saved ゲカギΑ save 
Sawed sawed ょゼガャや ゲゼレΑ saw 
Said said メヲボΑ say 

Scored scored モイジΑ score 
Seen saw ヵゲΑ see 

Seemed seemed ヱギらΑ seem 
Sold sold ノΒらΑ sell 
Sent sent モシゲΑ send 
Set set  ゆゲピゎ- テらツΑ set 

Sewed sewed テΒガΑ sew 
Shaken shook ウプゅダΑ shake 
Shined shined ノヨヤΑ shine 

Shot shot ケゅレャや ペヤトΑ shoot 
shouted shouted ォゲダΑ shout 
Shown showed  チゲバΑ- ゲヰヌΑ show 
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Signed signed  ノホヲΑ- ヶツヨΑ sign 
Sung sang ヶレピΑ sing 
Sat sat ザヤイΑ sit 

Slept slept ュゅレΑ sleep 
Smelt smelt ユゼΑ smell 
Smiled smiled ユジわらΑ smile 
smoked smoked リカギΑ smoke 
Sown sowed  ケグらΑ- ネケゴΑ sow 

Spoken spoke ユヤムわΑ speak 
Spent spent  ヶツボΑ- フゲダΑ spend 

splashed splashed スゲΑ splash 
Stood stood ブボΑ stand 

Started started ぺギらΑ start 
Stayed stayed  ユΒボΑ- ゑムヨΑ stay 
Stuck stuck ペダヤΑ stick 

stopped stopped  ブホヲわΑ- ノレヨΑ stop 
Studied studied サケギΑ study 
Swum swam ウらジΑ swim 
Taken took グカほΑ take 
Talked talked ゐギエわΑ talk 
Tasted tasted ベヱグわΑ taste 
Taught taught ユヤバΑ teach 

Told told ゲらガΑ tell 
thanked thanked ゲムゼΑ thank 
thought thought リヌΑ think 
Thrown threw ヶョゲΑ throw 
Ticked ticked  マわムわΑ- ゲセぽΑ tick 

Tied tied テよゲΑ tie 
touched touched ザヨヤΑ touch 
Traced traced ノらわわΑ trace 

travelled travelled ゲプゅジΑ travel 
Tried tried メヱゅエΑ try 

Turned turned  ゲΑギΑ- ポゲエΑ turn 
Used used ュギガわジΑ use 

Visited visited  ケヱゴΑ visit 
Waited waited ゲヌわレΑ wait 
Woken woke ナホヲΑ wake 
Walked walked ヶゼヨΑ walk 
Wanted wanted ギΑゲΑ want 
Washed washed モジピΑ wash 
watched watched ギワゅゼΑ watch 
watered watered  ヵヱゲΑ- ヶボジΑ water 
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Worn wore ヵギゎゲΑ wear 
weighed weighed ラゴΑ weigh 

welcomed welcomed ょェゲΑ welcome 
Willed willed ょビゲΑ will 
Won won コヲヘΑ win 

Winked winked ヮレΒバよ ゴヨピΑ wink 
wondered wondered ょイバわΑ wonder 

worked worked モヨバΑ work 
Written wrote ょわムΑ write 
wronged wronged ユヤヌΑ wrong 

 
 
 


